
Pre Designed Kanban Board  
Perfect Layout to get things done 

You will see the perfect Kanban Layout on one 
side of your desktop board. This layout is created 
to streamline your work and utilize agile 
management principles on a Kanban Board. The 
first column “Backlog” is to populate the actions & 
tasks that needs to be done in your project. The 
second column “To Do” is for selected tasks out of 
Backlog that is in your next to do list. The third 
column “Doing” is for all the tasks that is being 
done at the moment. The last column “Done” is for 
all completed tasks. Kanban is one of the simpliest 
and the most effective Agile Management 
principles you can apply in order to get more 
things done on time. Moreover, Kanban Board 
helps you get right tasks at the right priorioty 
done. Visiulaziation is an important aspect of 
Kanban practice, and this board will maximize the 
visualization effects right on your desktop with an 
appealing look!  


 Elegant Glass Surface and no frame  

We wanted to develop a product that is not only 
functional, but also looks awesome! You will see 
and feel the difference on your board! It is 
frameless, it has bright colors, and a glass board 
with a perfectly printed Kanban Layout underneath 
it. As the printed special lamination is under the 
glass, it will never wear off, ever! Not only you can 
use the sticky cards on this Kanban Board layout, 
you can also write on this board with the board 
markers that come witht the set! 


 

DESKTOP KANBAN & WHITE 
BOARD SET 

 This set will change the way you work and interact 
with your boards forever! 

Reusable Sticky Cards  

It is a glass board, but you can still use reusable cards! 
It is a unique feature! These reusable sticky cards are 
new in the world, and using them on a glass board is 
another level! You will feel the writing quality on these 
special cards with the 0.6 mm tip card markers that 
come with the set, but also you can wash these sticky 
cards over and over and use again without any issue. 
These cards are desinged to last for thousands of use 
case. They are reliable, special and looks good! 


Accessories to make your set whole  

Your set designed to provide everything you need from 
building and executing your Kanban Board to other 
standard board activities. Your set will include a table 
stand to locate your board, sticky cards set, full 
cleaning sets, board markers and card markers 
separately.  

Please DO only use Staedtler Markers on the sticky 
cards!  

 
pmxboard markers should be only used on the board, 
NOT on the stick cards. 

DOUBLE SIDED DESKTOP BOARD SET 

SIDE 1) PRE DESIGNED KANBAN BOARD WITH 
REUSABLE STICKY CARDS  

SIDE 2) DRY ERASE BOARD  

The set comes with complete accessories to make a 
positive impact on your day to day life, increase 

efficiency, and get things done. 



Back side of the board is a 
standard dry erase board

No details skipped 
The rest of the accessories will come in a nice 
accessories container for keeping them organized!


Please remember to clean the sticky cards with a 
wet cloth by using the water spray bottle that comes 
with the set, or alternatively wash under water. The 
special ink on them will wash away without any 
finger touch!  

This set includes the below items in it;  

A double sided Board 

24 Sticky Cards in three colors  

A table stand  

4 Board Markers in four different colors 

2 Sticky Card Markers (0.6 mm tips)  

Accessories Container 

A water spray bottle  

A cleaning cloth 

Just flip the the other side and it is a dry erase 
white board! It is frameless, perfect size to take 
your notes, brainstorm, do anything you would do 
on a white board on a wall!  

This small set is designed to make a huge impact 
on your life! 


www.pmxboard.com 

Dimensions  
The board design finalized after several tests to 
make sure it was as big and as small as it should 
be!   

The magnetic board dimensions; 


18 “ (45.7 cm) x 11 “ (28 cm) 

What if we create experiences 
rather than just dreaming … Make 

it visual, make it real! 

Happy?  
Then we are too! We have great and innovative 

products in our pipeline. All we need is some feedback 
from our valuable customers. Please leave us a review 

at Amazon if you like to support us!  

http://www.pmxboard.com

